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YALE'S POETASTING DEFOE
D. N. DeLuna

his preface to the first volume of the Yale Poems on
0/ State (1963), the editor, Geoi^e deForest Lord,
remarks that initially he regarded his material "as the
dunghill from which sprang the flowers of Dryden's satire and
Pope's." He goes on to say that, eventually, from a literary
standpoint, "the dunghill proved to be a goldminen...reveal[ing]
a great deal about the origin and development of satiric
techniques." And in the volume's introduction he explains that
in the "literary substratum" of Restoration and early eighteenthcentury satiric state poetry, "we can find topical verse struggling
toward the condition of an art which the great Augustans,
profiting by these examples, brought to perfection."' However,
writing later in his book Classical Presences in SeventeenthCentury English Poetry (1987), Lord adds a twist to this
evolutionary scenario by embedding within it the story of a
post-1688, post-Marvellian degeneration of satiric state poetry
into artless invective.^ Here discussing what he refers to as "the
' George deForest Lord, Poems on Affairs of State-. Augustan Satirical Verse,
1660-1714, ed. Lord et al., 7 vols. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1963-75),
Preface and Introduttion, l:vii (sprang, proved, substratum), Ivi (topical)—hereafter
"Yale POAS."
^ George deForest Lord, Classical Preserices in Seventeenth-Century English Poetry
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1987), see esp. the introduction and ch. 8
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erosion of the tradition," he suggests that it is (therefore)
historically accurate that the Yale POAS volumes (whose
chronological parameters extend to 1714) should have termi
nated in "dunghill productions," "prime examples" of which are
the state poems of Daniel Defoe. These poems, we hear,
rejected "'volubility of phrase'" in favor of "getting the message
across...[in] ballad forms, doggerel...and songs," and so became
the material from which "Pope revived for the last time, in the
Dunciad, a tragic, mock-epic vision of the ruin of the 'great
work of Time.'"^ Lord is imagining the relationship between
his post-Revolutionary "dunghill" verse and Pope's great
Dunciad as turning on poetic decline and its tragic contempla
tion. Assigning excremental status to the former and relating
it to The Dunciad, he perhaps suggestively alludes to Addison's
famous statement that "The Description of a Dunghill is
pleasing...if the Image be represented to our Minds by suitable
Expressions.""^ In constructing later, devolutionary narrative.
Lord took as his crucial text the poetasting Defoe of Frank
Ellis—who in the final two volumes of the Yale Poems on
Affairs of State (1970, 1975) provides the most comprehensive
modern edition of Defoe's poetry to date.
Ellis in his commentary to these volumes introduces and
seconds a spate of harsh comments on Defoe's literary abilities
made by contemporaries. He quotes with approval dismissive
remarks by Swift ("the Fellow that w&s pillory'd"), Lord Halifax
("his necessity's...make him in too much haste to correct"), and
the High Church Tory publicist William Pittis ("[Defoe writes]
ridiculous Half-sheets"), to which he adds that Defoe indeed
"dare[d] to affront the Government with Ballads and Balder("The Erosion of the Tradition").
' Lord, Classical Presences, 2 ("volubility"—taken from Thomas Sprat's recommen
dation of a plain style in scientific discourse in his History of the Royal Society), 201
(Pope), 204 (message).
•* Joseph Addison, The Spectator, ed. Donald E Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1965), 3:567.
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dash" and "refused" "to study to 'make his Poem[s] correct.'"^
He also tries to enlist Defoe as a disparager of his own verse.
After quoting a falsely modest claim Defoe made in 1715 that
his True-Bom Englishman (1701) was a "Trifle which I never
could hope should have met with so general an Acceptation as
it did," he (interpolating) alleges that Defoe was proud of the
"sale of his 'Trifle,'" though "doubtful of its literary merit.
Ellis speculates (somehwat contradictorily however) too that
such self-doubt may have also entered into Defoe's view of his
literary satire The Pacificator (1699), since "Defoe's opinion of
the poem may be guessed from the fact that he did not include
it, along with The True-Bom Englishman^ in The Genuine Works
of 1703, but he did include it in A Second Volume of the
Writings of the Author of the True-Bom Englishman in 1705."^
Although Ellis nowhere mentions Pope's inclusion of Defoe
in The Dunciad, "Earless on high," descendant of Withers as
well as Prynne,® but his assertions of Defoe's poetic failings
everywhere recall it. Indeed, his commentary in the final Yale
volume represents a rather transparent effort to credit, without
patently invoking, this famous ridicule by making it appear that
Defoe rightly recognized himself as a poetaster. He quotes
Defoe's statement of 1708, made in a Review issue, that "my
Harps are long since hung on the Willows^' to support his theory,
developed in this final volume, that a self-aware Defoe "began
to tire of turning prose into verse in 1704-06," after 1707 took
to writing "doggerel verse" only,' and in 1708 officially
announced his retirement from poetry writing. As Ellis would
have it, much of his verse ceased to be lively after 1704, as in
' Frank Ellis, Yale POAS, volumes 6 and 7 (ed. Ellis), 7:35(Swift), 6:261 (Halifax),
7:xxxv (Pittis), 7:xxxv (quoted from Defoe).
' Ellis, 6:259.
7 Ellis, 6:158-59.
Alexander Pope, The Dunciad, ed. John Butt et al., 11 vols, in 12 (London:
Methuen; and New Haven: Yale University Press, 1939-69), 5 (ed. James
Sutherland):117 (Book 2, line 139).
' Ellis, 7:xxxvi (tire), 236 (^Harps," doggerel).
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the case of his poems of 1706, Jure Divino and Caledonia ("no
compelling reason to include them in the present volume"),'"
while (as we hear) his poems dating from 1707 are but doggerel.
But the fuller context for Defoe's "retirement" statement was:
my Harps are long since hung on the Willows, my Brains
have done crowing; a banish'd Condition, a distracted,
unsettl'd Circumstance, and a general War with the
World...might have broke a stronger Genius than
mine...and as for coursing without Merit...! shall
not...attempt it."
On inspection, a disingenuous Defoe, here uses verbal cunning
to declare himself a poetic talent and promises that he will not
produce unmeritorious verse—and even hints that he is
incapable of such composition ("I shall not attempt it").'^
Ellis in the final Yale volume wrests another statement by
Defoe out of context in order to make it appear that he
concurred with Pope in recognizing that he was a representative
literary dunce in a post-Revolutionary era in which that figure
Ellis, 7:xxxvi. A fuller rendition of Ellis' statement here reads: "[Defoe's] Jure
Divino..iizs 7, 620 lines, and there are 1,047 more in [his] A Hymn to Peace.. '.ixA
1,273 more in [his] Caledonia....tsXl three of these poems were published in the
same year, 1706, but there was no compelling reason to include them in the
present volume. Although Defoe continued to write prose and verse on the same
subject as late as November 1706...the truth seems to he that he began to tire of
turning prose into verse in 1704-06 and that after...1707, he wrote no more long
poems." Cf. too: "[Defoe's] A Scot's Poem [1707] lacks the energy and high spirits
of The True-Bom Englishman...or The Spanish Descent...Defoe was tired in
December 1706. From the time he had received Harley's 'Order to Dispatch' in
September 1706, he had lived a 'Life of constant Hurries.'...A few weeks after he
published A Scots Poem...Defoe finally collapsed....And after/I Scots Poem Defoe
wrote no more serious verse" (7:235-36).
" Defoe, Review, ed. Arthur Secord, 9 vols, [in 22 books] (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1938), 5:212 (29 July 1708).
The immediate context for Defoe's statement is his attempt at answering a fictive
dialoguist's question of whether he would write verses in celebration of the Duke
of Marlborough's latest victory—see Review, 5:211 (29 July 1708).
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came into its own. That Defoe situated his own poetic career
in a newly popular practice of formally dull, scurrilous writing,
Ellis comments, "may be reflected, whether consciously or not"
in his complaint made in a Review issue of 1713 that, "the
Satyrs of this part of our Age are...mean, in comparison of the
last.'"" But Defoe in this Review issue praised his early
achievement in satiric poetry, declaring that "the Satyrs of this
part of our Age are so mean, in comparison of the last, that I
believe the next will never think them worth Collecting, as the
last were, into six Volumes of State Poems" (1698-1705)." He
was proclaiming his eminence as a published state affairs poet
in a line of wit extending on from Butler, Marvell, and
Dryden." Ellis in his Yale volumes has not only misrepre
sented Defoe as a self-acknowledged, post-Revolutionary literary
dunce, but he has suppressed the fact that he was Pope's rival
claimant to the position of witty poetic heir of Dryden."
Why has Ellis here thus compromised his scholarly integrity?
What really accounts for his effort to consign Defoe to earless
duncehood out of his own mouth, a move that attempts both
to justify his scathing portrait in The Dunciad and to align him
with Pope as judicious critical intelligences? Ellis at every turn
in the Yale volumes so (suggestively) construes Defoe in relation
to the satiric Pope," and the construction entails still more
scholarly inadequacies to historical materials—including (as I
later show) presenting unlikely Defoe attributions, stripping
references in authentic Defoe poems of intended ambivalent
meanings, and verbally corrupting chosen copytexts of his verse.
A clue to the investment in a poetasting but critically astute
Defoe is provided by Ellis's interest in tacitly affirming Pope's
undisputed poetic successorship to Dryden. For it was the
" Ellis, 7:xxxvi.
'•* Defoe, Review, 9:152 (28 March 1713).
" See, Defoe, Review, 9:151-52 (28 March 1713).
See Defoe, Review, 8:724 (17 May 1712), 9:151-52 (28 March 1713).
See also Ellis's suggestion that Defoe in his Pacificator anticipates Pope's
comparison in The Dunciad of artful verse with the divine Logos—6:158.
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Pope of mid-twentieth-century, New Critical conception who
such an unrivalled heir. This has been argued by such
influential scholars as Maynard Mack, William K. Wimsatt, and
Cleanth Brooks, who held that Pope's subtle figurative modes
of discourse link him to the classical verse Tradition of
associated sensibility so famously conjured by T. S. Eliot—who,
however, deemed only Dryden and himself anachronistic
Traditional poets.^^ Pope's succession had been aigued too by
other mid-century scholars, notably Aubrey Williams, who
identified The Dunciad as cultural criticism having a significant
thematic as well as formal ancestry in Mac Flecknoe}^ In pages
that follow I examine the representation of Defoe in Ellis's Yale
volumes, focusing on its genesis in his New Critical formula
tions. His Defoe offers a worthwhile opportunity to explore
the New Criticism's influence on Restoration and early
eighteenth-century literary scholarship and pedagogy, especially
as defined by Yale-affiliated professors of English at midcentury.

Ellis in his commentary in the Yale volumes is less concerned
to remark the urgent topicality of Defoe's poetry than he is to
make Defoe over into an ethical activist who allegedly holds to
a particular conception of man. Registering that the majority
" Classic essays and books by these critics in which this view is set forth include:
Maynard Mack, "'Wit and Poetry and Pope,'" in Pope and His Contemporaries-.
Essays Presented to George Sherbum (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1949); 20-40; idem,
"The Muse of Satire," The Yale Review 41 (1951): 80-92; William K. Wimsatt,
"One Relation of Rhyme to Reason," "Rhetoric and Poems: Alexander Pope,"
"Verbal Style: Logical and Counterlogical," collected in The Verbal Icon: Studies in
the Meaning of Poetry (Lexington: University Press of Kenmcky, 1954), 153-66,
169-85, 201-17; Cleanth Brooks, The Well Wrought Um: Studies in the Structure
of Poetry (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and World, 1947).
" Aubrey Williams, Pope's "Dunciad": A Study of Its Meaning (London: Methuen,
1955).
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of Defoe's poetry is satiric, he identifies its crucial motivating
beliefs as "Augustan" in an insistent interpretive endeavor, the
literary critical valences of which can be briefly summarized in
advance: These tendered beliefs—namely in our inherently base
tendencies and in the restrictively individual possibilities for
moral improvement—closely match the ethical stance held in
the first part of our century by Harvard's Irving Babbitt and his
disciples and used to carry out their Humanist movement's
polemic against modernity.^" And these principles, again thus
polemically applied, were recovered by T. S. Eliot in what is
now recognized as his New Critical affirmation of poetic value.
At midcentury, this affirmation, along with its attendant
Humanist ethical theory and anti-modern polemic, were taken
up and identified historically as "Augustan satire" by Yale
scholars and teachers interested in proffering New Critical
appreciations of Dryden, Swift, and Pope.
Ellis maintains that in Restoration and early eighteenthcentury English satire the "major figures like Swift and Defoe"
were "Augustan" activists, who assumed that our base
tendencies resulted from the Fall ("it is the fall of man that
justified satire for the Augustans"), sought to teach the
Important Humanist works include: Irving Babbit, Literature and the American
College (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1908); idem, Rousseau and Romanticism
(Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1919); idem. Democracy and Leadership (Boston:
Houghton Mifflin, 1924); Paul Elmer More, Aristocracy and Justice, Shelbourne
Essays, 9th series (Prmceton: Princeton University Press, 1915); idem. On Being
Human, New Shelbourne Essays, 3 vols. (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1936); Norman Foerster, The American Scholar: A Study of Litterae Inhumaniores
(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1929); idem. Towards Standards:
A Study of the Present Critical Movement in American Letters (New York: Farrar &
Rinehart, 1930). Summary accounts of the movement can he found in J. David
Hoeveler, The New Humanism: A Critique of Modern America, 1900-1940
(Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1977); Thomas R. Nevin, Irving
Babbitt: An Intellectual Study (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
1984); Russell Kirk, "Babhitt and the Ethical Purpose of Literary Studies," into,
to Babbitt, Literature and the American College (Washington, D.C.: National
Humanities Institute, 1986); Stephen C. Brennan and Stephen R. Yarbiough,
Irving Babbitt (Boston: Twayne, 1987).
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discernment of such evil ("Samuel Johnson even insisted that
'false Satire ought to be recanted...lest the Distinction between
Vice and Virtue should be lost"), and thereby prompted fit
individuals to reform themselves accordingly ("satire became, in
John Updike's words, 'an instrument of piecemeal
correction'").^' In Ellis's view, Defoe's True-Bom Englishman,
is, for all its historically specific political engagement, an ethical
poem attacking "England's national vice," crass ingratitude
toward one's benefactors. The satiric monologue at the poem's
close, which assails the powerful anti-Williamite Sir Charles
Duncombe, provides, we hear, "an example of ingratitude that
is indispensable to Defoe's strategy" suggested by "his slogan"
displayed in the poem's preface, "The End of Satyr is
Reformation."^^ Another of Defoe's political works. The
Reformation of Manners (1702), an election poem that heaps
scandal on High Church Tory candidates and their well-placed
allies, is, in Ellis's reading, a poem that takes seriously its
declared theme "tis Example must reform the Times," and so
"supplies evidence of how 'Augustan' Defoe is, for doubt about
the perfectibility of man in the mass is one of the distinguishing
features of the succession from Dryden to Samuel Johnson."^'
What here accompanies the interpretive failure of not duly
remarking the urgently topical preoccupations of these poems
is Ellis's imposition on Defoe of the professed ethical first
principles and social criticism of the Harvard-affiliated
Humanists. Babbitt and his followers had described our fallen
condition as comprising expansive appetitive and ratiocinative
propensities which, when alienated from one another and
immoderately indulged, and this in widespread fashion, worked
evil in our world.^"* Vulgar hedonism and misguided humanitar
Ellis, 7:xxx.
" Ellis, 6:262.
Ellis, 6:399.
Babbitt labelled these propensities "naturalism," to suggest that when catered to
and allowed free reign, they were subhuman. He identified their prominent
varieties as "sentimental," which he defined as an ethos permitting unbridled carnal
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ian rationalism had (for instance), they insisted, become so
dominant as cultural trends since the seventeenth century as to
define degraded modernity itself, or at least a mass civilization
presided over by careerists pursuing wealth, vulgar pleasures,
and power, and by progressive intellectuals delusively aiming to
engineer humanely excellent societies. As ethical activists, the
Humanists sought a strategy for forestalling a worsening of this
crisis of modernity which did not require submitting to the
progressives' belief in the possibility of en masse moral
advancement: Fit college men would assimilate our tradition of
great literature (accounted as a repository of the timelessly
valid, i.e.. New Humanist, wisdom of the ages).^^ Then, as
leading citizens who had been educated to know and act in
accord with right ethical first principles, they would function
as a saving remnant, modelling and thereby perpetuating the
civilized good life.^^
T. S. Eliot's theory of the onset of poets' dissociated
sensibility in the seventeenth century recycled Babbitt's—his old
Harvard teacher's—ethical critique of modernity, at least in
part. In conjuring that unfortunate schism between feeling and
thought, he drew on the Humanist theory of our rampant
degeneration beginning precisely in that century—for Babbit,
the era of Rabelais and Bacon, figures who, for him, embodied
respectively the vices of low appetitive pursuit and formalist
and power lust, and "scientific," by which he intended to refer to the excessive
pursuit of material social progress to the neglect of ethical discipline—see, esp. his
Literature and the American College ([1908] 1986), 88-108.
" See, for example. Babbitt, Literature, 151-85; Foerster, American Scholar-, The
American State University: Its Relation to Democracy (Chapel Hill: University of
North Carolina Press, 1937).
In his Literature and the American College Babbitt unfavorably compared
humanitarian social concerns to the Humanist interest in an elitist programme of
literary education: "The eager efforts of our philanthropists to do something for
the negro and the newsboy are well enough in their way; but a society that hopes
to be saved by what it does for its negroes and newsboys is a society that is trying
to lift itself by its own bootstraps. Our real hope of safety lies in our being able
to induce our future Harrimans and Rockefellers to liberalize their own souls, in
other words to get themselves rightly educated" (108).
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intellectualism.^^ Subscribing to the notion that art and the age
in which it is produced typically share and express the
contemporary moral climate of affairs, he maintained that,
"slow in manifestation," the modern disunified sensibility
displayed itself in the poetry of the major Romantics and
Victorians. "The sentimental age," he elaborated, "began early
in the eighteenth century, and continued"...[and] then "poets
revolted against the ratiocinative," and then "Keats and Shelley
died, and Tennyson and Browning ruminated."^®
Eliot, though, formulated distinct views about how Babbitt's
ethical convictions could be plausibly confirmed by reference
"to external objects and to objective values"^' and about how
men of letters could carry on the Humanist critique of
modernity and affirm these values in uncompromised fashion.
In what might be considered his New Critical departure from
the old Humanism, he directly challenged Babbitt's thinking in
these areas in his companion essays, "The New Humanism of
Irving Babbitt" (1928) and "Second Thoughts on Humanism"
(1929). Humanist ethical principles, he here contended, were
not credibly attested by a series of great books in which
sagacious authors from different times and places were all seen
to promulgate just these very principles.^® He also here charged
However, Rousseau was Babbitt's great emblem of the former. See, though.
Literature, 78: "A writer like Rabelais...would probably have seemed to a
cultivated ancient barbaric...Such a disorderly and tmdisciplined unfolding of the
faculties of the individual...brought in its train the evils that are peculiar to periods
of expansion. There was an increase in anarchical self-assertion and self-indulgence
that seemed a menace to the very existence of society."
T. S. Eliot, "The Metaphysical Poets," in Eliot, Selected Essays (New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1932; 1964), 248—hereafter SE.
Eliot, "The Humanism of Irving Babbitt," in SE, 425.
Eliot, "Humanism," in SE, 422: "in his interest in the messages of individu
als—messages conveyed in books—he [Babbitt] has tended merely to neglect the
conditions. The great men whom he holds up for our admiration and example are
torn from their contexts of race, place, and time"; "Second Thoughts," in SE,
434-35: "Mr. Foerster, in seeking, as he says, 'an ethos which has never existed,'
looks for guidance to: 'Greek sculpture (of what period?). Homer, Sophocles, Plato,
Aristotle, Virgil, Horace...Shakespeare, Milton and Goethe.'...But the search for an
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that Babbitt's agenda of interventionist social activism was a
mistake because Humanism could only make for an exclusive
"culture," "not any subscription to a common programme," and
one which "finally, is valid for a very small minority of
individuals" only.'' In Eliot's view, Babbitt's ethical insights
were confirmed in the historical circumstance of a virtuous premodern social formation comprising an ideal compound of
sensuous and intellectual exertion, which, however, was still
reflected in the linguistic medium as worked by classical poets
(to which add the "metaphysicals"). And it was in this literary
Tradition, he submitted, that this lost social formation could be
re-experienced and valorized by practicing poets and (new)
critics as an alternative order," which, being reduplicated in
their own complex and dramatically rich writings (by, for
instance, Eliot himself), could function as a valid ground for
sustaining a critique of modernity" among themselves as a sign
of humanist identification.'''
Eliot's particular appropriation and revisionist modification
of Humanism played an influential role in the development of
Restoration and early eighteenth-century literature within New
'ethos' is a much more serious and risky business than Mr. Foerster imag
ines....Those who hunger and thirst after righteousness...if they follow any one of
these leaders, will not be able to follow all the rest. BoU down Horace, the Elgin
Marbles, St. Francis and Goethe, and the result will be pretty thin soup."
" Eliot, "Second Thoughts," in SE, 437. Also, see "Humanism," in SE, 421:
"[Humanism] has been, and can still be, of great value; but it will never provide
showers of partridges or abtmdance of manna for the chosen peoples."
In referring to this "alternative order," I am thinking of, and extending (fairly,
I believe) to the sphere of literary critical writing, Eliot's conception of the literary
Tradition, so famously elaborated in his "Tradition and the Individual Talent," in
SE, 4-6.
" Eliot, "Second Thoughts," in SE, 436: "[Humanism] operates by taste, by
sensibility trained by culture. It is critical rather than constructive. It is necessary
for the criticism of social life and social theories, political life and political
theories."
Eliot, "Second Thoughts," in SE, 436: "Humanism is valuable...by itself, in the
'pure humanist,' who will not set up humanism as a substitute for philosophy and
religion."
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Critical study at Yale at midcentury, as did the old Humanism
itself. This study can be summed up in the now-familiar term
"Augustan satire," understood as a scholarly and pedagogical
domain that, energized by such illustrious researchers and
teachers as Mack, Wimsatt, and Brooks, focused attention on
major satiric works of Dryden, Pope, and Swift. The rubric
encompassed a play of meanings which reflected the fact that
the domain as defined by professional practice was constituted
in two ways. On the one hand, the Yale critics (who also
included Lord, Martin Price, Hugh Kenner, Alvin Kernan,
Aubrey Williams, Ronald Paulson, and David Vieth) portrayed
the satiric Dryden, Pope, and Swift as ethical activists who
closely resembled the twentieth-century Humanists. They
represented these satirists, for example, as obsessed with
denouncing contemporary versions of favored targets of
Humanist anti-modern polemic; self-seeking courtiers and
socialites and, too, social projectors, free-thinkers, and
revolutionaries." But also, the Yale critics were interested in
appreciating such satiric art along the lines suggested by Eliot's
revisionist Humanism. Thus they stressed that Dryden, Pope,
In fact the representation of the satiric Dryden, Pope, and Swift as (old)
Humanists was borrowed, first of all, from Babbitt and bis disciples, who treated
Pope and Swift in particular as eighteenth-century versions of themselves—^that is,
as champions of the ethically educative function of the classical literary tradition
who dared to criticize a mass culture of degenerate "moderns"—see, for example.
Babbitt's "The Rational Study of the Classics" (which begins, "Dean Swift, in his
Description of the battle between the ancient and modern books in the king's
library, has very wisely refrained from telling the outcome of the encounter"—151)
in Literature and the American College, 151-67; and Paul Elmer More's preface to
With the Wits, Shelbourne Essays, 10th series (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1919).
A bridge figure between these Humanists' representation of Dryden, Pope, and
Swift and the Yale critics' was Austin Warren, Babbitt student and New Critic,
who characterized Pope as a Humanist poet in his chapter on The Dunciad in his
Alexander Pope: Humanist and Critic (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1929)
and in his essay on Pope collected in his Rage for Order (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1948). In his conclusion to Alexander Pope, he sums up, "of Pope
and of the other Augustan synoptics....I should prefer to call them humanists or
neo-humanists" (274).
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and Swift assailed their targets using "complicating" verbal
devices—e.g., zeugma to attack the scandalous mores of a highliving coquette, copious imagistic lamination to revile the
indecent sycophantry of a sexually ambiguous courtier, and
mock-heroic irony to reflect on abuses of learning {and the
roughhewn prose of political hacks and literary researchers).^^
Satire was, they theorized, both moral preachment aimed at
piecemeal reform and the obliquitous, ironicab discourse of a
small cultural elite. Their depiction of "Augustan satire" was,
then, to a large extent ambivalent, and shrewdly so; for the
representation of Dryden, Pope, and Swift as (old) Humanist
activists (together with the application of New Critical
interpretive methodology to their texts) played well in the
undergraduate classroom,^^ while the representation of these
figures which took its cue from Eliot's revisionist Humanism
was suited to scholastic and demi-scholastic publication. And
in the latter arena. Mack and Wimsatt produced writings that,
by virtue of their rhetorical agility and fine illustrative
embellishment, themselves seemed to conform to Eliot's
conception of uncompromised Humanist expression. As we
have seen, Ellis in his Yale volumes casts Defoe as a didactic
Humanist activist in the old Babbittian mold; and he also
tacitly impresses Eliot's revisionist Humanism in a negative
construction, employing it so as to portray Defoe who as
wholly indifferent to the formal possibilities of his linguistic
medium.

See esp. Mack, "Wit and Poetry and Pope," and Wimsatt, "Rhetoric and Poems:
Alexander Pope."
Dustin GriiSn charges that this Yale construal was better suited for "an audience
of moral infants"—see his Satire: A Critical Reintroduction, 26 (audience), 35-39.
Burton Rascoe made this very accusation against the rhetoric of Babbitt's
Humanism in "Pupils of Polonius," in ed. C. Harley Grattan, The Critique of
Humanism (New York: Brewer and Warren, 1930), 109-27.
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"Impatient of merely literary effects," Defoe produced, Ellis
claims, "a kind of stripped-down poetry of statement" that
failed to meet Augustan satire's "requirement" that it put forth
"witty, ironical...adorned truth."^® And consistent with this
contention is Ellis's inclusion in his volumes of a spate of
verbally uncomplicated political ballads which he assigns to
Defoe on slight grounds.^' In headnotes to some of these
poems he points out that one must be circumspect in making
such attributions (e.g., "The evidence for Defoe's authorship...is
completely circumstantial"; "The evidence for Defoe's
authorship of the present poem is very slight"; "Evidence that
the author is Defoe is of the usual circumstantial kinds").''® But
the gesture is in bad faith. After all, he is himself making such
attributions, and in two cases he even protests that he is
justified in doing so ("While this kind of circumstantial evidence
can never produce absolute certainty, it is, in the present case,
convincing nonetheless"; "The evidence for Defoe's authorship,
although wholly circumstantial, is convincing nonetheless").""
What is more, in glosses and in alterations he makes in his
texts themselves, he pares down what were deliberately
ambivalent references in authentic works by Defoe to
arbitrarily univocal references. For example. Part I of The TrueBom Englishman (1701) in Ellis's edited text of the work opens
with a scene in which Satan's minions conquer the world and
are said to rule "so well, / As if they were Lords Justices of
Hell," and in a note "Lords Justices" is glossed as referring to
the regents whom William III appointed to rule during his
" Ellis, 6:261 (strippe:^, 262 (impatient), 7:xxxii (requirement, witty).
" These are An Encomium Upon a Parliament (1699), A New Satyr on the
Parliament (1701), England's Late Jury (1701), Declaration Without Doors (1705),
High-Church Miracles (1710), The Age of Wonders (1710), and A Welcome to the
Medal (1711). In the case of three of these poems—England's Late Jury, High-Church
Miracles, and A Welcome to the Medal—EXTis at points in his presentation uses a
question mark enclosed within square brackets after his attribution to indicate that
the assignment is problematic.
Ellis, 6:319 (completely), 344 (slight), 7:493 (usual).
Ellis, 6:48, 7:463.
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absences from England.''^ Defoe in the lines did allude to these
regents, and so by one reading seemed to invite comparison
between Satan's dominion and William's government; but he
introduced this stroke as a feint, inviting alert readers to
conflate "Lord Justices" with "Lo«w'Justices of Hell" of James
All early editions of the poem, including the edition dated
1700 that Ellis selects as his copy-text, print the initials and
blanks "L
J
of Hell,"'*'^ by which Defoe recalled a
familiar satiric scenario of Dissenting, anti-Stuart literature, that
of a popish James II conspiring with Louis XIV and Satan
against Protestant England. To take another example, Ellis, in
presenting The Pacificator, Defoe's literary satire that ridicules
Sir Richard Blackmore, provides single identifications for the
following—whom "General" Blackmore is shown trying to
enlist in his moral crusade against Dryden and his Covent
Garden satellites:
The General sent for help both far and near.
To Cowley, Milton, Ratcliff, Rochester,
Waller, Roscommon, Howard, and to Bhen [sic].
The Doubtful Fight the better to maintain"*'
In the case of the final two names of each line in the list, Defoe
was using ambivalent references in order (Ellis fails to remark)
to satirize Blackmore."*' "Doubtful Fight" suggested more than
the depicted campaign's uncertainty of outcome. For these
names belonged to Tory personages who were, like Cowley,
Milton, Waller, and Roscommon, both men of affairs and wits:
The True-Bom Englishman, in Ellis, 6:267 (11. 79-80).
For explanation of this maneuver, see chapter 2 of my Defoe and the Business of
Satire, forthcoming.
The versions anthologized in the Collection of the Writings of the Author of the
True-Bom English-Man (Lnndon, 1703) and the Poems on Affairs of State (London,
1703) also read "L
J
."
The Pacificator, in Ellis, 6:165-66 (U. 129-32).
See my "Modem Panegyrick and Defoe's 'Dunciad,'" SEE 35 (1995): 419-35.
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Ratcliff (Dr. John), Rochester (Henry Hyde), Howard (Sir
Edward), and Behn (Aphra's fabled husband) referred to Torypersonages who were—like Cowley, Milton, Waller, and
Roscommon—both men of affairs and wits.'*^ Here, by one
stroke, Defoe was reflecting on the Williamite Blackmore's
political latitude.'*' But too, Defoe mocked Blackmore the
moral reformer, since these surnames referred to racy (and
Tory) Restoration poets—Captain Alexander Radcliffe, Gray's
Inn wit, was a Rochester associate, while the dramatist and
heroic poet Edward Howard was a friend of Behn's. Further
more, Defoe, in recalling Edward Howard (author of the
critically maligned heroic poem The British Prince^, was
ridiculing the supposed poetasting (resulting in unwittingly
burlesque heroics) of Blackmore's epic Arthur poems.'"
After The Pacificator Defoe continued to satirize Blackmore
in a character sketch in his Reformation of Manners, but Ellis in
his distorting presentation of the poem gives no indication of
this. Defoe here accused Blackmore of blaspheming God in his
politically freighted Paraphrase on the Book of Job (1700), and the
attack was carried out by use of a screen figure in one Richard
Blackburne, a physician and biographer of Hobbes.'°
Blackburne functioned as a false target by means of which
Defoe, pretending to censure a Hobbist's supposed atheism.
In the line immediately following my quoted passage, Defoe declares of his list,
"Giants these were of Wit and Sense together" (JThe Pacificator, in Ellis, 6:166 p.
133J. Blackmore in the preface to his Paraphrase on the Book of Job pondon, 1700)
levelled this at Dryden and his satellites: "tho' Poetry is indeed an Ornament to
those that have more noble and more useful Qualities, yet when it becomes a
Profession, 'tis one of the meanest and lowest sort: 'Tis like Dancing and Musick
which we value in a Gentleman, when a Musician or a Dancing-Master make no
considerable Figure: So greatly different are the degrees of Esteem, which all Men
pay, and not without good reason, to the same Attainment when 'tis in one an
Accomplishment, in another, a Trade (italics reversed, sig. A2').
•" Defoe also so reflects on Blackmore in lines just earlier, where he shows the nonjuring Jeremy Collier and the High Church clergyman Luke Milbourne "fighting"
on Blackmore's side (see The Pacificator, in Ellis, 6:163-65 pi. 89-126J).
On this Radcliffe and Howard, see DNB, s.w.
See Reformation of Manners, in Ellis, 6:414-16 pi. 367-415]).
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accused Blackmore of such impiety. For, Defoe indirectly
suggested, he in his Job imitation imputed William Ill's
misfortunes in the last years of his reign to providence rather
than to his enemies in parliament; "[he] with Unpresidented
Insolence, / Banters a God, and scoffs at Providence"; "Thou
may'st Lampoon, and no Man will resent; / Lampoon but
Heaven, and not the P
All early editions of this
satiric sketch in Reformation of Manners obliquely referred to
both the false and true target by printing blanks preceded by
the initial "B." Ellis selects the first edition as his copy-text, but
in presenting it he fills in these blanks, as '\E\lackboume" and
in a note he only identifies Blackburne as the reference. Defoe
in the poem's sequel. More Reformation of Manners (1703),
tipped his hand about his wily satiric portrait, using this
ambivalent construction: "B
's an Atheist, and so
Angry's grown, / That Blackboum's Character is not his
own."'^ Ellis in treating the couplet in his presentation of this
poem, properly leaves the blank name blank but provides no
gloss on it.
Ellis's representation of Defoe in the Yale volumes involves
distortions of his historical materials which are the result of his
imposed New Critical conceptual categories. And this depiction
of Defoe as Humanist poetaster emerged from a curious, partic
ular application of these categories, which I will now attempt
to explain. We must, though, look for this explanation outside
the materials themselves, because surely these lent themselves
more easily (for Ellis) to the alternative interpretive construc
tion of Defoe the progressive, anti-Humanist poet of verbal
complexity. Ellis displaced onto Defoe his own contradictory
relation to the Yale New Criticism. For, unlike the critical
essays and books of Mack and Wimsatt, his work in the POAS
" Reformation of Manners, in Ellis 6:414-15 (11. 371-72) (unpresidented), 416 (11.
409-10) (may'st). As Defoe seems to have known, Blackmore did not venture to
criticize William's parliamentary enemies in his History of the Last Parliament of
1699—published in London.
More Reformation of Manners, in Ellis, 6:579 (11. 769-70).
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volumes, despite its embrace of New Critical assumptions about
linguistic excellence, shows little of the representational finesse
that Eliot suggested made for uncompromised Humanist
expression. Rather, in portraying Defoe as a Humanist
"propagandist, impatient of literary effects," Ellis in the volumes
adopts a propagandist's style that (as he says of Defoe) "is
totally innocent of os magna sonaturum," and that retails Yale
New Critical conceptions in easy, if distorting, slogans and
cliches—to wit, "Defoe insisted," "'Names and Things directly I
proclaim..this was a mistake; for whatever it may be in
propaganda, 'directness' is not a virtue in art"; "The satirists
knew that their mandate was moral"; "Piecemeal correction...is
a theme not only of Defoe's...but of Religio Laid (1682),
Gulliver's Travels (1726), and The Good Natur'd Man (1768)";
"Reformation of Manners and Gulliver's Travels... precipitate an
identical theme:...you can only reform yourself"; "belief in the
possibility of mass reform is characteristic of all the great
romantics from the third earl of Shaftesbury to Samuel Taylor
Coleridge"; "Nor does Defoe [my italics] flinch from the
necessity of repetition in propaganda.""
The work of derivative scholars has not hitherto been the
subject of serious examination in treatments of twentiethcentury literary critical movements—from primers such as
Terry Eagleton's Literary Theory to formidable scholarly works
such as John Guillory's Cultural Capital. In having focused on
Ellis's "Yale" Defoe, I have assumed that trends in literary
studies cannot be comprehended in their full breadth and scope
if their study is confined to the work of a handful of distin
guished exponents and practitioners, thus excluding epigoni.
Ellis, 6:260 (insistet^, 399 {Reformation), 7:xxx (satirists), 234 (nor).

